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Abstract. The paper presents the preliminary results of an exploratory survey
conducted by the Information Society Unit of the Institute for Prospective
Technological Studies (IPTS) of the European Commission. The main goal of
the research is to deepen the understanding of the interplay between ICTs and
governance processes at city level in the EU by looking at what new ICTenabled governance models are emerging in European cities and what are their
key socio-economic implications. In this preliminary phase efforts have been
directed towards addressing the following research question: what key city
governance policy areas ICTs impact most and what governance changes are
driven by ICTs? This questions have been investigated through a questionnaire
based online survey. The evidence collected provided a comprehensive
mapping of the use of ICTs in European cities as well as the views of policy
makers, city government officials, practitioners and researchers, on the way
ICTs are influencing governance processes. The evidence collected shows that
new ICT-enabled governance models are emerging, and it allowed to identify
the main dimensions of change, drivers, barriers, enablers and characteristics, as
well as opportunities, risks and challenges associated with them.
Keywords: ICTs, Governance, Policy Research, Cities, Benchlearning.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in this paper are purely those of the authors
and may not in any circumstances be regarded as stating an official position of
the European Commission.
Copyright: The EU retains all copyrights of the data published in this paper.
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Introduction

In spatial, economic and cultural terms, the Information Society is dominated by cities
and metropolitan regions [1]. Around 70% of all Europeans live in cities. They are
throughout recognized as the dominant space of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) industries and uses, but they are also the area where most of the
poor, the disadvantaged and excluded live. They are the government layer closest to
neighborhood and citizen initiatives and local non-government organizations.
Furthermore, city governments are in an excellent position to engage in necessary
strategic partnerships across the public, private and third sector. Cities can therefore
play a key role in the field of ICT-enabled governance, but especially when their
capacities are used in an integrated way that allows the highest impact on social
cohesion and local economies [2]. In addition to being close to citizens and business,
most public services are offered on the city government level; in some EU member
states this share amounts to 70% of all public services.
As a matter of fact, based on the analysis of the state of the art of research and
practice in this field, it can be observed that while experiments and pilot projects are
taking place at different governance level, it is at the city level that the appropriate use
and integration of ICTs in the governance mechanisms can support social and
institutional innovation, particularly in empowering officials and community
representatives; ensuring social inclusion; providing timely, efficient, transparent and
accountable services; improving the management of administrative operations;
facilitating planning and policy making processes; monitoring and recording political
decisions and assessing socio-economic impacts in the municipalities and their locale.
However, while research in the overlapping areas of e-Government, e-Governance,
e-Participation and e-Inclusion at city level has been examining mainly the supply
side and the sophistication of e-Services offered; reliable data on measuring the
effects of ICT-enabled applications on governance processes and the impacts on
specific policy areas are lacking, and where existing not yet harmonized, incomplete
or difficult to use for comparison in other contexts or at EU level.
For this reason, following a preliminary analysis and consultations with
stakeholders, IPTS designed and launched jointly with EUROCITIES a 'mapping
survey'1 in order to identify key city governance policy areas most impacted by ICTs
and select significant case studies to be analysed in depth in the following phases of
an exploratory research on emerging ICT-enabled governance models in EU cities. .
In this first phase of the research efforts have been directed towards addressing the
following research question: what key city governance policy areas ICTs impact most
and what governance changes are driven by ICTs?
The paper is structured as follows: first of all it outlines the conceptual framework
underpinning the research and the methodological approach followed for the survey.
The results of the survey and some preliminary conclusions and indications on the
future steps of the research are then presented.
1

The survey has been conducted during the period 15 November – 15 December, further
extended until 31 December 2009 due to the high interest raised.
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Conceptual Framework

The notion of urban governance, which is often considered as an alternative to
traditional approaches to government (centralised, hierarchical, top-down,
bureaucratic) promotes an approach based on public action networks and mechanisms
aimed at cooperation, organisation and even integration in the systems and
mechanisms of a wide diversity of public and private stakeholders (a polycentric,
network-based, horizontal, cross-disciplinary, process-based, bottom-up approach)
[3]. There are a number of different theories generally put forward to explain the
emergence of the concept of urban governance, according to the various problems and
changes in society which the concept attempts to address [4].
Research in this area, however, does not usually consider the impacts of major
economic trends and their consequences in terms of the spatial distribution of
production factors (capital and workforce) at urban level [5]. Structural analysis of the
linkages between the high-value added assets of the digital economy is not considered
from most research on urban governance and local development [6].
Considering governance as a multidimensional construct, the focus of our research
is instead on the way the different stakeholders interact when introducing ICTenabled services and innovations in specific policy areas and the way these
interactions affect institutions and communities, and the related governance processes.
The governance changes under scrutiny are both technologically and socially driven
and manifest themselves in new governance models and public management
practices, revised institutional processes and organisational structures. In particular,
the research is based upon the belief that the socio-economic perspectives, which
stand at the interface between analyses of individual behaviour and wider societal
structures, are well placed to elucidate the impacts of ICTs on governance.
In the theoretical framework underpinning the research we therefore combine neoinstitutionalist perspectives [7] with constructivist approaches to policy and sociopolitical institutions such as the ones developed by Schmidt [8] and Berger and
Luckmann [9]. This is especially useful in investigating how social phenomena
develop in the particular social contexts characterized by ICTs [10].
The attention of our analysis is in fact on the way the different stakeholders interact
when introducing ICTs in governance systems, the way these interactions affect
institutions and communities, and the related decision-making process. Two main
issues are specifically investigated: 1) the changes produced by ICTs on the
governance processes2, (e.g. regulatory and legal frameworks, organisational and
administrative procedures, roles of various stakeholders involved, etc.) and
consequently the effects on decision-making, public management and service
delivery; and 2) the socio-economic implications at policy level.

2

We refer here to changes due to ICTs both at inter-administration level and with regard to the
relationship between the government and the different stakeholders involved in the specific
service, either directly provided by the city government or mediated by other actors as
intermediaries.
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In brief, the research has a twofold objective. On the one hand, it intends to
contribute to inform policy-makers about the implications of change produced by new
and emerging ICT-enabled governance models in EU cities and demonstrate evidence
of impacts on the specific policy areas under investigation. On the other hand, the
research aims also at contributing to consolidate scientific evidence of impacts of
ICT-enabled applications on city governance models in the EU.
Therefore, for this research, governance is defined as the process of decisionmaking and the process by which decisions are implemented and ICT-enabled
governance3 as 'the use of ICTs to comprehensively: (1) simplify and improve the
internal administrative operations of government and their relations with other
bodies involved in public management and service delivery; (2) facilitate public
service interaction between government, citizens and other stakeholders (legislative
bodies, private sector, civil society organizations, self-organised communities), thus
enabling better citizen participation and overall monitoring and evaluation of
decision-making processes and their implementation; and (3) ensure inclusiveness
and equal opportunity for all' [11]. This concept is to be intended as an 'ideal model'
to indicate the comprehensive framework enfolding a broad range of informal and
formal descriptions to represent core aspects of the governance process, including
policy and decision -making, strategic and operational processes, legal and
organisational structures, working practices, inter-actor relationships, and the public
service delivery, aiming at creating -in a proactive manner- public value.

3

Methodological Approach

The methodological approach used for the first phase of the research is based on
grounded-theory / action research and involved an online survey addressed to city
government in Europe in order to identify perceptions on the impact of ICTs on
governance. The data collected through the survey have been analyzed using
statistical techniques such as clustering and complemented with consultations with
stakeholders and a focus group meeting with representatives of city governments and
researchers to validate the findings and define the next activities of the research.
The survey gathered 62 answers from cities in 27 European countries, covering 25
EU27 member States plus Croatia and Switzerland. It is therefore highly
representative of different governance models and ICT-enabled services currently
provided by European cities as the sample includes cities covering about 93% of
EU27. In particular, out of the 62 cities respondents to the survey, 44 cities (71%) are
'large cities' (with more than 200.000 citizens). Other respondents to the survey are
cities or counties with a smaller or larger population.
Concerning the respondents profile, the distribution looks as follows: 41% (25) are
City Government officials (e.g. CIO/Head of IT Departments, etc.); 26% (16) are
researchers; 19% (12) are policy or technical advisors, while only 3% (2) are City
Manager/Mayor or their representatives (Figure 1).
3

Source: [11], based on: OECD, 2001 and 2006; UNDP, 1997, 2003, 2009; UNDESA, 2007.
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Su
urvey’s Results

Resultts from the firrst part of the survey, clearly indicate thaat respondents consider
ICTs are producing chaanges on goveernance proceesses in many respects. Aboout 65% of
the respondents havee indicated ICTs are prroducing a significant
s
chhange on
governannce processes and 11% evenn pointed out ICTs are gennerating very ssignificant
change (ssee Figure 1). These resultss are of particu
ular significannce as there seeems to be
a strong opinion
o
on thhe impacting role
r
of ICTs in
n generating effective
e
channge in city
governannce processes.

Fig. 1. City Governancce changes due to application of ICTs.

When analysing moore specificallly which are the policy arreas most imppacted by
ICTs, a fragmented
f
piccture emergess. Rather than
n on specific policy
p
areas, IICTs seem
to impactt city governaance across thhe board. Morreover, to bettter understandd in which
policy arreas these im
mpacts were produced, the
t
order off preference given by
respondennts for each policy
p
area waas analysed. Two
T
messages emerge from
m figure 2.:
informatiion and comm
munication, economic
e
dev
velopment, ennergy and envvironment
and healtthcare seem too be the most impacted poliicy areas (if loooking at the aggregate
of 1st andd 2nd choice). At
A the same tiime a more geeneralized andd cross-sectionnal impact
seems to be perceived across all poliicy areas.
The caase of Social Inclusion
I
is off particular in
nterest as it dooes not presentt any 'first
choice' buut it is indicaated by about 60% of the respondents
r
as a second chhoice. The
policy areea of Employyment instead has not been indicated by any of the reespondents
as 'first choice', and it actually preseents a limited
d relative scoree also as secoond choice
(about 255%), thus makking it the dom
main considereed as the less affected
a
by IC
CTs.
Howevver, it must be
b consideredd that responsses on some of
o the policy areas are
influenceed by the fact that
t governannce systems arre different in different counntries, and
that city government administrative
a
e competencees and responsibilities are diverse in
various governance
g
syystems. For example, Emp
ployment policcies in many cases are
not directt responsibilityy of the city leevel governm
ment.
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Fig. 2.
2 Policy areas most
m impacted by
b ICTs disaggrregated accordiing to order of cchoice.

Based on the responnses to the surrvey and on th
he analysis of the examples provided,
it was alsso possible to make a preliiminary catego
orization of what
w
has changed in the
governannce process according to resspondents (seee Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Efffects of ICT-drriven changes on
o governance processes.
p

A large majority
m
of respondents
r
(775%) associaated initiativess driven by IICTs with
changes in the ICT infrastructure and what can
c be defineed as the parrticipation
toolbox, 14% of the respondents
r
inndicated ICTs is generatinng changes inn terms of
organizattional and adm
ministrative prrocedures and a 6% on Netw
working and P
Public and
Private Cooperation.
C
A limited num
mber of respondents (3%) indicated
i
thatt ICTs are
producingg changes in the way of organizing an
nd deliveringg support proggrams for
companiees and to staart-up new businesses
b
and
d only 1% considers
c
thaat ICTs is
changingg regulatory and
a legal fram
mework and the roles of actors involvved in the
governannce process.
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Furtheermore, focusing on the goovernance fu
unction which
h is impactedd most by
ICTs, thee survey proviides evidence that ICTs aree considered to
t be more im
mpacting at
the servicce delivery leevel (46% of response ratees). However, 34% of response rates
indicates that ICTs arre also produucing significant effects onn the decisioon making
process. Impacts on legal
l
and reggulatory frameeworks directtly linked to ICTs are
instead more
m
limited, but
b still countiing for 20% of the responsee rate.
Crossiing data betw
ween governannce functions most affecteed by ICTs aand policy
areas, confirms the geeneral sentimeent that ICTss impact on governance
g
fuunctions is
distributeed equally in most
m policy arreas. Some ex
xceptions can be found in tthe area of
Employm
ment, where chhanges are cleearly mainly of legal and reggulatory naturre.
Interessting are the cases
c
of Urbaan Planning and
a Informatioon and Comm
munication
which preesent a quite high impact of
o ICTs on deecision-making process (400%), while
the domaains of Social Inclusion
I
andd Tourism and Culture, in adddition to Em
mployment,
do not prresent changess in this functtion, ICTs imp
pacting only on
o service dellivery and
regulatoryy frameworkss. On the conttrary, the casee of Environm
ment and Enerrgy shows
no changes affected byy ICTs on legaal and regulato
ory frameworkks.

Fig. 4. Goveernance functioons most impactted by ICTs perr policy area.

Finallyy, an analysis of the impactts of ICTs in different geoggraphic areas in Europe
shows a quite
q
interestiing situation (see
(
Figure 5). It seems in fact
f that whilee in North
Europe IC
CTs are consiidered to havee a strong imp
pact (with 22%
% very signifiicant, 73%
significannt and only 5%
% not very siggnificant), thee situation is much
m
more sccattered in
other reggions. In centrral Europe, foor example, th
here is almost a balance beetween the
significannt impact of ICTs
I
(63%) and
a the not veery significannt impact (47%
%). In the
Mediterraanean and Eaastern Europee areas insteaad, it seems that ICTs haave a less
significannt impact on changes
c
in the governance process.
p
This analysis
a
somehhow confirmss general literrature on adm
ministrative annd cultural
traditionss of governannce models inn Europe, wh
here we can see that manny factors
affecting public adminnistration perfformance and bureaucratic traditions aree based on
different governance models.
m
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Fig. 5. Impact of IC
CTs in Europe per
p geographic areas.
a

The im
mplication of these consideerations for th
he current ressearch is preccisely that
when deffining an ICT--enabled goveernance model at the level of city governnment, the
administrrative traditionns and culturaal context on which ICTs are
a applied shhould also
be considdered. This iss of particularr importance when then atttempting to assess the
changes driven by IC
CTs through impact asseessment. Just to give an example,
indicatorss of cost saviings in term of
o human reso
ources or of improved effe
fectiveness
through the
t redeploym
ment of resourrces freed-up from the succcess of an ICT-enabled
applicatioon (i.e. resourrces moved to
t the front-en
nd thanks to efficiency gaains in the
back-off)) must take intto account thaat in certain co
ountries rules and regulatioons, labour
contracts negotiations with public employment
e
trrade unions annd the likes, ccan hinder
and/or deelay the explloitation of such
s
gains. In
n such instannces, a strictlly defined
indicator of human ressources cost saaving would find
f
difficultiees to be acceppted by all
Europeann administratiions. In the same
s
way, to
o measure thhe inter-operabbility and
degree of shared/joineed-up servicees, it is necessary to takee into accounnt that the
likelihoodd of reaching such objectivves depends also on the governance structture of the
state (nott only at the city
c level thenn) and it is reaasonable to asssume them too be more
difficult to
t achieve in decentralised
d
a federalist states.
and
In thiss connection, the cluster annalysis of ICT
Ts impact on governance aand policy
areas in European
E
cities allowed uss to identify 5 clusters (seee Figure 6) oof which 4
have beenn considered relevant
r
for thhe analysis meentioned abovee (see Table 11).
The cluster
c
analyssis was also instrumentall to identify possible casse studies
representtatives of diffferent governaance models in Europe to be further annalysed in
depth. It is clear thaat the clusteriing, while do
oes not provvide us with definitive
conclusioons about thee kind of ICT
T-enabled gov
vernance moddels in EU ccities, will
facilitate the next stepss of the researrch in classify
ying possible impacts
i
of ICTs on city
governannce models.
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F 6. Clusterss of ICTs impacct on governancce and policy arreas in EU citiess.
Fig.
Table 1. Description off Clusters of ICT
Ts impact on go
overnance and policy
p
areas in EU cities4
1

2

4

Overall veery significant

Overall significcant

Overall

impact

5

significant

O
Overall
not very ssignificant

impact of ICTss on

impact of
o ICTs on

im
mpact

governancee and especially

governance

governancce

g
governance,

on

especially

of

ICTs

on

deecision-making

processes

and

service

and

and

of

IC
CTs
buut

on
when

on

especially
y on service

im
mpact is presennt this is

delivvery

delivery mechanisms

e
especially

and

and charaacterized by

d
delivery
mechaniisms and

on

service

characterizeed by changes

mechanisms

in ICT infrrastructure and

characterized

by

changes in
i the policy

c
characterized
by changes

participationn

changes

in

the

area of information

inn the policy areas of

area

of

and

U
Urban

toolbox,

mainly in the
t policy area

policy

of

economic

(e.g. publlic relations,

M
Management
andd Tourism

inforrmation

communicaation

and

com
mmunication

Planninng

and

(e.g.

(
development (e.g.

citizens' participation
p

a Culture and m
and
manifested

public relaations, citizens'

industry, businness

and engag
gement)

b
by

participationn

and

engagementt)

and

SM
MEs,

taxation, etc.)

changes

in

innfrastructure

ICT
and

p
participation
toolbbox

In adddition to the im
mpacts of ICT
Ts on city governance policy areas, the suurvey was
also lookking at exploriing whether new forms of ICT-enabled
I
g
governance
m
models are
emergingg at city level in Europe. Fiindings from the survey indicate that thee majority
of cities (60%) considder new ICT--enabled goveernance models are emergiing, either
clearly (115%) or to som
me extent (45%
%). However, an importantt number of reespondents
(36%) saaid that 'they don't
d
know', either
e
becausee it is too earlyy to judge (333%), or in
some cases because it is impossible to tell (3%). Only
O
3% of reespondents inddicate that
no new governance
g
m
models
are emeerging due to
o ICTs. Respoonses to this ppart of the
survey inndicate a veryy promising perception
p
of the emergencce of new ICT-enabled
governannce models, thus opening upp the road for further analyssis in this direction.
4

For the cities
c
grouped under
u
Cluster 3, it was not posssible to find com
mmon characterristics.
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Moreover, the survey also collected qualitative examples and statements of city
views on emerging ICT-enabled governance models, with specific regard to the main
barriers to change and the main foreseeable risks, the main enablers of change and the
key characteristics of the new emerging ICT-enabled governance models.
In particular, based on the analysis of the examples provided by cities, it has been
possible identify some of the main drivers of change on governance driven by ICTs.
These changes are reported here not in order of importance but as a list of key issues,
as pointed out by the respondents to the survey.
Drivers of changes for ICT-enabled governance models
1) Efficiency & Effectiveness of public service delivery
2) Quality of public service provision & enhancement of users' satisfaction
3) Trust on public agencies & Citizens' participation in the decision making processes
4) Performance Measurement & motivation of civil servants
5) Reengineering and standardisation of public administration processes;
6) Prioritisation/customisation of public services (focusing on high-impact services and
strategic policy areas, and in particular focusing on inclusion)
7) Streamlining governance processes to cope with increased ICT-enabled demand
8) Addressing social and economic needs for increasing growth and quality of life
9) Data sharing based on interoperable platforms
10) Promoting creativity and innovation, building especially on the use of social networking
tools and media by young people.

The main barriers to change and risks indicated by respondents are the following:
Barriers to changes and Risks
1) ICT Access for all / digital divide
2) Skills and capabilities (of both users and civil servants)
3) Different levels of competences between various levels of governance (municipal/local,
regional, national…) and overlapping responsibilities
4) Resistance to change consolidated bureaucratic management practices
5) Lack of financial and human resources (especially due to high initial costs and need of
continuous education and training)
6) Lack of culture and mechanisms for new forms of inter-administrative collaboration and
customer-orientation
7) Not appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks
8) Lack of interest/motivation for both politicians and citizens in engaging in dialogue and
participation, if not effective
9) Too ICT-driven governance models and lack of business understanding of ICTs in the
public sector
10) Security, safety and privacy risks

Assessing emerging ICT-enabled governance models in European cities
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On the other hand, respondents identified the following as main enablers and
opportunities of ICT-enabled governance:
Enablers of changes and Opportunities
1) Reduction of administrative burdens
2) Establishment of effective PPPs
3) Citizens and civil society organisations' engagement and participation
4) Creation of strong and secure interoperability platforms
5) Integration of front and back-office administrative processes
6) Change of behaviour of civil servants
7) Leadership and clear vision
8) Time & economic savings
9) Transparency and accountability
10) General educational and socio-cultural context of reference at city level

Finally, in terms of main characteristics of the emerging ICT-enabled governance
models, as pointed out by respondents, the following can be mentioned at this initial
state of research:
Characteristics of ICT-enabled governance models
1) Information and data/services sharing based on interoperable, secure and open platforms
2) Better access to all citizens to policy-making processes through citizens' engagement and
participation in order to ensure all views are taken into consideration
3) Standardisation of processes and decentralisation of services (including PPPs and
outsourcing to civil society organisations and other service providers as mediators)
4) Performance measurement (efficiency and effectiveness) based on result-oriented/customer
satisfaction mechanisms of quality control
5) Agile ICT-based and innovative/co-created/co-managed public services

5

Conclusions and Further Research

In conclusion, the analysis of survey results provided a quite comprehensive
mapping of the use of ICTs in European cities as well as the views of policy makers,
city government officials, practitioners and researchers, on the way ICTs are
influencing governance processes. The analysis also provided very useful indication
on what new ICT-enabled governance models are emerging, and some preliminary
classifications of dimensions of change, main drivers, barriers, enablers and
characteristics, identifying also opportunities, risks and challenges.
In terms of ICT-driven changes, although most respondents indicate that ICTs are
producing significant (65%) or very significant changes (11%), 24% of respondents
point out to a limited impact on governance changes due to ICTs. On the one side, in
fact, this result brings us to broaden the scope of the analysis to shed lights beyond the

12
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technical issues -and difficulties- related to the introduction of ICTs into government
systems, on the role of legal, organizational and cultural changes when discussing of
ICT-enabled governance models. On the other side, this further justifies the need of
deeper research in this field, in order to better understand the implications ICTs are
having on governance at city level, and the drivers of changes in relation to ICTenabled services and governance innovations.
With specific regard to the policy areas most impacted by ICTs, the survey
identifies the pivotal role of ICTs for renewing the Information and
Communication policy activities, and with particular regard to citizens'
participation and engagement.
However, although the sound sample already may allow to generalize results at EU
level and to initiate deeper analysis through case studies, a further effort of analysis of
the results of the survey will be conducted to consolidate the findings and substantiate
the research dimensions under exploration. In addition to this, and based on the
indications emerged from the survey, as well as conceptual work conducted during
the next phases of the research a measurement framework will be elaborated by IPTS
in collaboration with city government representatives, researchers and practitioners
experts in ICT for governance at city level aiming at seeking to capture ICT-driven
changes on governance processes in EU cities.
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